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The statue aims to depict the “dignity and self-assuredness” of the Alabai. Turkmenistan state television

Turkmenistan’s eccentric leader Gurbanguly Berdymukhamedov has unveiled a giant golden
statue in honor of his favorite dog breed, the Alabai.

The six-meter golden dog atop a nine-meter stone pedestal aims to depict the “dignity and
self-assuredness” of the breed, also known as the Central Asian Shepherd Dog, state media in
the isolated ex-Soviet country reported. Wrapped around the pedestal is a video screen that
shows footage of real Alabais playing.
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Meanwhile, Turkmenistan’s president Gurbanguly Berdymukhamedov has just
unveiled a gisnt statue of his favorite dog pic.twitter.com/NSlIlXbAoH

— Piotr Zalewski (@p_zalewski) November 12, 2020
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The new statue in the capital city of Ashgabat will act as the centerpiece of a new residential
district for civil servants. At its unveiling ceremony on Wednesday, local performers depicted
an elder handing an Alabai puppy over to a young boy to symbolize the dog’s presence across
generations of Turkmen.

Berdymukhamedov's love of Alabai dogs has long been part of his cult of personality and he
reportedly personally came up with the idea for the monument. In 2017, he gifted an Alabai
puppy to Russian President Vladimir Putin and gave another to then-Prime Minister Dmitry
Medvedev two years later.

The Alabai statue cements the dog as only the second type of animal to be memorialized in the
capital's sculpture, joining the Akhal-Teke horse. In 2015, a 21-meter golden statue of
Berdymukhamedov sitting on horseback was installed in Ashgabat.

In his book on the Alabai breed published last year, Berdymukhamedov wrote that the
ancestors of modern-day Turkmen had seen “their dreams in the Akhal-Teke horse and their
happiness in the Alabai dog.”

While the statue's cost has not been made public, it comes amid reports of economic crisis and
shortages of bread, oil, eggs and other staples across the country. The country has also
officially reported zero coronavirus cases, a number that has been met with widespread
skepticism.
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